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SPHERE is in its 16th year — our model is 
based on brands as storytellers, part 
advertising and part partnership, enabling 
brands to participate in either model.  
SPHERE is hand delivered to prime 
residential addresses in London worth more 
than £5 million (Belgravia, Knightsbridge, 
Mayfair, Chelsea, Holland Park etc) as well as 
mailing copies our partners’ top customers 
at their home addresses.  *This guarantees 
access to a hand-picked, high-net-worth 
audience. The partnership involves a curated 
editorial approach and participating brands 
send SPHERE to their highest value 
customers to their home address so partners 
can reach a shared, exclusive readership.

A NEW VISION SPHERE

Take a fresh look at luxury

In with 
the new

SPHERE

Iconic picks for the new season

Capture 
the moment

SPHERE

This season’s    
luminaries shine

 
Leading  
lights

Clockwise from top left: Abbey Lossing, Malika Favre, Bo Lundberg, Jason Brooks

*It is now also distributed in London’s top luxury hotels, private members’ clubs, private jets and 
onboard the Eurostar Business Premier and Standard Premier.



Welcome to SPHERE which delivers finger on the 
pulse insider news and views with a fresh pair of eyes.

Taking a more mindful approach, we are embracing 
the concept of slow luxury. This means long reads, 
including immersive photo-stories and more 
considered and sustainable choices and investments. 
With this at the forefront of our editorial ethos, we are 
curating the world’s most covetable experiences for 
our informed, curious and affluent readership. We 
explore emerging trends in luxury, fashion, beauty, 
interiors, culture, wellness, tech, property and food 
and drink — all under the gaze of SPHERE’s intelligent 
editorial mix and beautiful design. It is about putting 
sustainability and philanthropy centre stage with a 
high dose of glamour and style, as well as taking a step 
back and enjoying the true delights of nature and 
home comforts. One of the highlights of our magazine 
is exclusively commissioned illustrated wraparound 
covers, which come bespoke for partners.

FROM THE EDITOR

Jemima Sissons

SuperGucci Sky NFT, SPHERE 15.4 Winter 2022



THE NUTS  
AND BOLTS
WHAT DOES A PARTNERSHIP MEAN? 
SPHERE is creating a community of  
luxury brands as a new media model  
and this does not constitute any formal 
partnership between the brands or with 
SPHERE/ILN. However, through our  
round-table discussions at CEO/CMO level, 
we anticipate connections and creative 
synergies will grow out of the collaboration 
that may grow beyond SPHERE.

WHAT DOES THE PARTNERSHIP  
INCLUDE AND HOW WILL THE  
MAILING COSTS/FULFILMENT  
BE CALCULATED? 
The partnership includes six pages of 
editorial curated by the SPHERE team 
leveraging brand content, a bespoke  
cover, online feature on SPHERELIFE.COM, 
plus 2,500 copies of the printed magazine 
for your valued customers. We don’t 
anticipate original photography apart from 
cross-pollination stories, which will be 
covered by SPHERE. Mailing  costs will be an 
additional contribution of £3850 which will 
include fulfilment  and a bespoke letter.

WHAT LEVEL OF COMMITMENT  
DOES THIS INVOLVE?
You do not need to commit to all 
four issues in one year and can plan 
participation according to wider 
brand activity.

WHAT EDITORIAL CONTROL  
WILL YOU HAVE? 
The SPHERE team, led by Editor  
Jemima Sissons, will work with you  
to discuss the treatment and select  
content and stories. We will then  
provide an initial synopsis and also  
a storyboard for sign-off. Clients  
will have final approval for factual  
amends for print and online content, 
recognising this is an editorial rather  
than advertorial approach, curated  
through the SPHERE lens.

Photography: Stéphane Charbeau for Rémy Martin



THE NUTS  
AND BOLTS
WHERE IN THE MAGAZINE WILL  
YOUR CONTENT APPEAR?
We guarantee a minimum of six branded-
content pages per issue, but these will 
appear in different parts of the magazine 
according to the editorial blend. All brands 
will have some presence in the first half.

WHAT IS NEEDED FROM YOUR SIDE?  
After signing a simple order form, there 
will be three meetings on editorial: kick-
off, creative work in progress and sign-off 
(one set of amends). You then select 2,500 
customers to receive the magazine and 
provide the data securely, as well as agree 
the cover letter contents — ILN will do the 
rest. We also hope that brands will highlight 
their content/participation through social 
and eCRM channels. You will be invited to 
round-table discussions.

HOW WILL THE MAILINGS WORK?  
ILN will organise and oversee all aspects of 
the mailing through our mailing house. We 
ensure that the magazines are posted at the 
same time, so we can guarantee delivery. 
Brands will select 2,500 valued clients 

with postal addresses and will provide the 
data securely to ILN. The magazines will be 
accompanied by a covering letter from the 
brand — co-branded with SPHERE — which 
introduces the magazine, highlighting  
your valuable content.

HOW WILL WE ENSURE THE MAILING  
IS GDPR-COMPLIANT?  
ILN has decades of experience in mailing 
millions of magazines and sending email 
campaigns on behalf of major client brands 
and organisations. We treat all aspects of 
data management and data protection with 
the utmost care. As long as you are able 
to send communications/marketing by 
post, we will ensure it is GDPR-compliant. 
Illustrated London News Limited has been 
registered as a Data Controller with the 
Information Commissioner every year since 
2009 and has never had a data breach. Data 
will never be shared between brands or any 
third party. Cards will be included in the 
magazine that offer the option to opt-out 
(by post or online) and to opt in to receive 
SPHERE. The list will be deduped.

Strong bonds, SPHERE 13.4 Winter 2020 



DELIVERY TO PRIME RESIDENTIAL  
HIGH-NET-WORTH ADDRESSES OVER £5 MILLION

BELGRAVIA  
4,000

PIMLICO  
1,635

NOTTING HILL  
1,635

MARYLEBONE  
1,635

ST JOHN’S WOOD  
1,635

HAMPSTEAD  
1,635

1,500

KNIGHTSBRIDGE  
4,000

MAYFAIR  
4,000

CHELSEA  
1,750

KENSINGTON  
1,735

HOLLAND PARK  
1,705

SOUTH KENSINGTON  
1,635

30,000*

PARTNERS  1,500

*NUMBERS VARY  
ACCORDING TO 
BRAND PARTNER 
DATABASES

LONDON HOTELS, 
PRIVATE MEMBERS 
CLUBS AND PRIVATE 
JETS

ON BOARD 
EUROSTAR – 
BUSINESS PREMIER 
AND STANDARD 
PREMIER



• Delivery to prime residential high-net-worth 
 addresses over £5 million, including luxury 
 apartments from £2 million
 
• Mailed to our partners’ top customers at their  
 home address

• On board Eurostar – Business Premier and  
 Standard Premier
 
• London Hotels, including: The Ritz, Claridges,  
 The Carlton Tower Jumeirah, The Landmark Hotel,  
 The Dorchester, The Langham and Corinthia London
 
• Private Members Clubs including: Royal Thames  
 Yacht Club, Boodle’s Club, The Royal Automobile  
 Club, The Reform Club and Mark’s Club
 
• Private Jets: Harrods Aviation

THE REACH

30,000



Fashion — with a focus on seasonal 
trends, travel and understated luxury.

London and the UK — the lowdown 
on all that is luxury in the capital  
and beyond.

Travel — fresh angles on jet-set 
hotspots and emerging destinations 
for business and leisure.

Beauty — a curated selection of 
treatments, products, fragrances  
and high-end spas.

Watches and Fine Jewellery — for 
horophiles and lovers of fine 
jewellery who appreciate the newest 
novelties, as well as the top brands 
and their latest designs.

Business of Luxury — the inside 
working of the luxury sector and 
trends for the future.

Art/Culture — the latest in 
contemporary art, architecture and 
the international cultural scene.

Private Wealth — on-the-pulse trends  
and investment opportunities.

Fine Food, Wine and Spirits — for  
the gourmand, oenophile and  
spirits enthusiast who loves to  
savour new experiences.

Property — for shrewd investors  
with an eye on exceptional and 
emerging destinations.

Home Comforts — sophisticated  
and stylish interiors fit for the  
most stylish addresses.

Sphere Life — mindful gifting and 
living, sustainability, eco-awareness 
and the great outdoors.

ZOE DARE HALL CLAIRE WRATHALLJOHN ARLIDGE

SPHERE CONTRIBUTORS

THE EDITORIAL

AVRIL GROOM JONATHAN BELL

JEWELLERY

“Green evokes hope, renewal 
and the calm that people 
find in nature”

S P H E R E L I F E . C O M    |    W I N T E R  2 0 2 26 8

explains. Harry Winston has also added 
tsavorites to its growing oeuvre in coloured 
stones, notably in a suite that mixes several 
shades of the gem with diamonds. 

Peridots are more Marmite, their bright, 
clear, almost citrus shade too obvious for 
some, yet arresting combined with fruity 
shades of orange or yellow. Prabal Gurung 
uses them with pearls for Tasaki Atelier’s Ore  
pieces. “I love rich green peridot with soft, 
illustrious Akoya pearls,” he says. “They 
present opposing forces yet complement 
each other perfectly.” We’ll see more of the 
gem as the Fuli mine, discovered in China 
two years ago, comes on stream to supply  
up to 60% of world demand once in full 
production. Boodles’ designer Rebecca 
Hawkins pairs peridot with black Tahitian 
pearls or diamonds, as does independent 
brand Aurelia & Pierre. Paler versions are 
mixed with pastel stones in designer Julie de 
Libran’s 24ct plated capsule collection for 
Chanel-owned costume jeweller Goossens.

Green stones come in infinite varieties, 
from the mysterious depths of tourmaline, as 
in Pomellato’s rich cabochons, to the early 
spring fragility of green amethyst. Even green 
diamonds span from delicate apple  
(as at De Beers and Hirsh London) to subtle 
olive. Fuli Gemstones UK’s director Pia Tonna 
believes that since the pandemic “people 
have a need for green — they want  
a symbol of healthy revitalisation and 
wellbeing. It’s like the impetus to move to the 
country or take up gardening. Designers and 
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customers are very open to these mixes. 
Western jewellery was so long dominated by 
the big three, yet other cultures have always 
embraced a variety of colour and now so 
have we.”

Hawkins agrees. “We’re seeing increased 
interest, which goes beyond fashion — green 
evokes hope, renewal and the calm that 
people find in nature,” she says. “It tones 
harmoniously with other colours, from 
pastel shades with pale pink and lemon to 
dramatic emeralds with deep sapphires and 
black onyx.” 

Her words are reflected across the board. 
Chaumet’s Ondes et Merveilles is inspired by 
the sea at its greenest, mixing tsavorites, 
tourmalines and chrysoprase with “coral”  
in green-lacquered gold; Dior’s sumptuous 
blends of green gems, pearls and diamonds 
are by coloured-stone pioneer Victoire de 
Castellane; and Bulgari’s subtle graduations 
of greens, amethysts and diamonds reflect 
creative director Lucia Silvestri’s 
extraordinary eye for colour blends.

Adventurous independents are mixing 
viridian gems with hardstones: Nadine Aysoy 
puts green sapphire and green amethyst 
with chrysoprase, Zeemou Zeng adds 
peridot to chalcedony, and Sheryl Jones 
tops opaque opal drops with tourmalines. 
Tonna believes the passion  
for the hue has also been fuelled by 
drought-ridden landscapes globally. In the 
jewellery world, the abundance of green is  
a welcome flood.

Clockwise from top 
left: Boodles’ Florentine 
emerald yellow gold 
ring; Green Goddess 
gold, opal, tourmaline 
and diamond earrings by 
Sheryl Jones; Chaumet’s 
Ondes et Merveilles 
high jewellery collection 
is a celebration of the 
sea; the Diva’s Dream 
ring from Bulgari; Dior’s 
Leaves of Love bracelet; 
the Optical Wonder 
bangle from De Beers’ 
Alchemist of Light 
collection; Tasaki Atelier’s 
Ore peridot earrings; 
Aurelia & Pierre’s Toi 
et Moi ring; the Nadine 
Aysoy Tsarina Mint Flake 
ring in 18ct black gold 
with diamonds, green 
sapphires, a chrysoprase 
disc and green amethyst



CURRENT ADVERTISERS AND PARTNERS

MADE IN ENGLAND  |  SINCE 1879



TESTIMONIALS
I started my first morning of the New Year by 
reading (cover to cover!) the autumn edition of 
Sphere.  In a world full of unpleasant news with 
COVID now dominating the global psyche, 
SPHERE is a welcome reprieve and even when 
addressing the COVID topic, I found the Air 
Partner interview and how the company 
reoriented itself to succeed in such adverse 
climate both fascinating and exemplary. Thank 
you to your editorial staff for continuing to 
produce such a gem. It made my start of 2022 full 
of optimism of what the world had to offer and 
what one can do to make it better.

Chairman & CEO — Artisan du Chocolat 

“I have received the past two issues of SPHERE 
magazine and would like to compliment you on 
its appearance and content. It’s a real luxury to 
have an interesting publication that one can take 
when travelling or leave at home as a ‘coffee table’ 
read for visitors or those rare solitary moments 
without teenagers.”

SPHERE Reader

“It’s been a great pleasure working 
with SPHERE magazine on bespoke 
content that has been well written 
and interesting to read for their 
Winter Issue. The magazine has been 
well received by our La Maison Rémy 
Martin members and we look forward 
to doing more creative editorials/
content together...”
Spirits Marketing Manager — Rémy Martin 

We are thrilled to be featured in 
SPHERE. This issue showcases 
the very best luxury brands and 
we are privileged to be alongside 
iconic brands like Rémy Martin & 
Aston Martin.
Marketing Manager — Smallbone



SPHERELIFE.COM
SPHERELIFE.COM brings its online audience the 
very best of luxury lifestyle. Featuring a mix of 
original content and top stories from the print 
magazine, the digital platform curates the world’s 
finest experiences and products for its intelligent, 
well-travelled and high-net-worth audience.

Covering fashion, watches & jewellery, art, theatre, 
books, travel, food, property, design and technology, 
Spherelife.com delights and inspires with the inside 
track on the people and ideas driving luxury today.

Online franchises include: SPHERE Curates, Five 
Minutes With,  Little Black Book, Something for 
the Weekend, ECOSPHERE, Insider London & 
Restaurant of the Week. 

Popular features range from interviews with 
well-known London influencers and power 
brokers to coverage of the hottest launches, 
openings and events.

The SPHERE online team creates content according 
to your brief. Written by the SPHERE editorial team, 
native articles sit seamlessly within the editorial 
framework. Your campaign will include online & 
social amplification for maximum visibility and 
engagement with our users.

https://www.spherelife.com



BENEFITS OF  
PARTNERSHIP  
 • Your brand content curated by the SPHERE  
 editorial team and presented through the  
 SPHERE lens, with a minimum of six pages of  
 branded editorial content to appear across  
 both the front and second half of the 
 magazine.

  • Access to the top customers of exclusive 
 luxury brand partners.

 • Bespoke wrap-around cover, adapted  
 from the generic cover, with branding on  
 the back cover for your client copies.

 • Guaranteed online feature on spherelife.com 
  and social media.

 • 2,500 copies of SPHERE for your clients,  
 which ILN will mail with full GDPR-
 compliancy.

 • Your brand content in 30,000 issues 
 distributed directly to a high-net-worth 
 audience, all mailed or hand-delivered.

Full details are available on mailing  
logistics for partners and GDPR-compliancy.

Finer Things, SPHERE 15.3 Autumn 2022



EXAMPLES  
OF BRANDED 
EDITORIAL 
CONTENT
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Finer things
Discover a worldwide wealth of idyllic villas with 
onefinestay’s exceptional selection of perfect properties

WORDS NIGEL TISDALL

BLISS IN BARBADOS
SEACLUSION 

 

Barbados is a deservedly popular island so 
it’s a boon that all onefinestay properties 
come with complimentary concierge 

services. First request? A fast-track passage 
through the invariably busy Grantley Adams 
International Airport, followed by some 
early reservations at favourite island 
restaurants such as Champers, Sea Shed and 
Paul Owens At The Beach House. Be sure to 
also arrange some sightseeing tours, or a 
rental car if you prefer to explore on your 
own. The island’s choicest villas have always 
been on the Platinum Coast to the west. To 
be right beside that gorgeously turquoise 
sea but also near to the capital, Bridgetown, 
hang your sunhat in Seaclusion. Set in an 
acre of beachfront tropical gardens, this is 
one of the grandest of the hundred-plus 
properties onefinestay offers on Barbados. 
Its six bedrooms feature four-poster beds 
and slipper baths, and there’s a detached 
cottage that can accommodate a nanny or 
members of your party who fancy some 
privacy. The fully staffed villa boasts a gym, 
a home cinema and a grand piano. It is 
popular with guests who like to entertain, 
thanks to its magisterial cocktail bar and 
multiple dining spaces, which include a 
large pool with sunken seats and table,  
and a gazebo that catches the sunset.

Clockwise from top 
left: blue skies make the 
Caribbean an alluring 
winter destination; the 
Footprints Barbados  
villa has a quiet elegance; 
sweeping, sandy Grace 
Bay Beach is one of the 
finest in Turks and Caicos; 
Salacia villa is perfect for  
a holiday with extended 

TRAVEL

H ow do you find the perfect 
villa? Founded in London  
12 years ago, luxury home 
specialist onefinestay helps 
travellers find properties to 

rent in fabulous destinations, from Hawaii  
to Los Angeles to the Caribbean. We’ve 
selected nine of its most enticing villas  
that will definitely hit the spot this winter, 
all desirable, luxurious homes from home.

family or a group of 
friends; graceful St 
Nicholas Abbey in  
Saint Peter, Barbados, 
built in 1658, is among  
the many things to see 
and do on this richly 
historic island; Seaclusion 
villa is one of the grandest 
properties onefinestay 
offers on Barbados
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RELAX IN TURKS AND CAICOS
SALACIA  
Bewitching beaches, coral reefs and a wide choice of ocean-based 
activities are all good reasons to choose this low-lying archipelago for  
a sunshine holiday. Active travellers will relish the opportunities to go 
sailing, snorkeling, diving, kitesurfing, fishing, and riding, as well as 
whalewatching during February and March, so be sure to make some 
plans with the help of your concierge. Onefinestay offers a 
comprehensive choice of 142 properties on Turks and Caicos, all 
located on the island of Providenciales. To stay right beside the 
sweeping sands of Grace Bay Beach, head for six-bedroom Salacia, 
framed in 15 acres of palm-dotted grounds. This villa is ideal for a 
special celebration or multi-generational get-together, given its huge 
central pool, lawns, terraces and al fresco dining options. In-house 
entertainment includes a gym, a billiard table and a home cinema. 

“Enjoy the services of a 
Michelin-grade chef at 
Footprints Barbados”

FOOTPRINTS BARBADOS   
Further north beside Alleynes Bay, five-
bedroom Footprints Barbados has a quieter 
elegance. Balconies and floor-to-ceiling 
windows make the most of its winning 
beachfront location. The two-storey, 
all-white villa also features two pools and a 
variety of spaces for sunbathing and dining 
al fresco. A key attraction is the services of a 
Michelin-grade chef, plus you are only steps 
away from Lone Star, a beach restaurant 
that’s famous for its shepherd’s pie and  
also serves perfectly cooked local fish.
Seaclusion, sleeps 12, from £8,008 per night 
including butler, chef, housekeeper and 
security guard; Footprints Barbados, sleeps 
10, from £2,604 per night including butler, 
chef and housekeeper, onefinestay.com. For 
more information see visitbarbados.org
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ART

I t is mid-morning in Cabo, Mexico, 
and Jay Rutland appears tanned and 
smiling on Zoom from his hotel 
room. Admitting that his family didn’t 
factor in a work interview today as it’s 

his birthday, he also confesses to having 
himself forgotten, so has kindly set aside 
time to speak to Sphere. 

An ex-stockbroker turned property 
developer from Essex, Rutland has been the 
creative director of  Maddox since 2015. The 
powerhouse global art brand counts London 
and Los Angeles among its five international 
locations, and represents 12 of its own 
artists, including The Connor Brothers, 
David Yarrow and Dawn Okoro, who recently 
had a sell-out exhibition. Since around 2017, 
Maddox has also provided a secondary 
market for leading names such as Andy 
Warhol, Banksy, Stik and Harland Miller. 

With an early interest in art honed by 
family trips to the Louvre, Rutland’s 
collecting career began in the early 2000s, 
when his brother-in-law started collecting 
Banksy’s work. His love of art investment was 
then cemented when he paid approximately 
£3,000 for the artist’s Rude Copper (a piece 
now worth around £50,000) and he remains 
a keen collector to this day. 

 
State of the art 
Maddox creative director Jay Rutland gives us the lowdown 
on the world-class gallery’s future plans, the industry’s current 
landscape, and the pieces he’s chosen for his own collection  

WORDS JEMIMA SISSONS

His role at Maddox involves strategic 
development, cultivating relationships with 
artists and envisaging exhibitions. He also 
tracks down new talent, often on the most 
modern medium of choice: Instagram. 
“Something that has changed in the past five 
years is that we find so many artists now on 
social media,” he says. “I discovered the 
artist Cooper [an Indiana-based painter 
known for his contemporary take on flowers 
and nature] for the first time on social 
media. We connected on Instagram, spoke 
on Zoom, and then I flew him to London. 
We’re planning a solo show in October.”

Like many brands, from Tag Heuer to 
Gucci, the art market is thinking of ways to 
draw in early adopters, building up a loyal 
base of young followers who — one day — 
will hopefully be able to buy the big stuff. 
Rutland is doing just this by pioneering 
cutting-edge young artists such as  
Lefty Out There and Yuki Aruga. 

With 2021 highlights including Jerkface’s 
sell-out show, Maddox continues to go from 
strength to strength this year with Seb 
Chaumeton, Cooper and Ross Muir (see 
feature on page 44).

One of the biggest shifts for the gallery 
has been meeting demand for photography. 

“The photography market has seen a huge 
boom,” says Rutland. “David Yarrow is one of 
our most successful photographers, as well 
as Terry O’Neill — everyone loves his 
old-school glamour.”

It has also had to navigate the rising trend 
of NFTs — non-fungible tokens, aka digital 
art — which Rutland feels might be the 
emperor’s new clothes of the art world. “I 
don’t really get it. I think a lot of it is built on 
hype and  artists just trying to build up 
discord groups. I do, however, think that 
eventually every artwork will come with an 
NFT as its certificate of authenticity. This I 
like, as it will mean artists will be rewarded  
every time an artwork they created resells.”

The pieces adorning Rutland’s Kensington 
home offer a roll call of well-known names 
— an Andy Warhol Chanel No. 5 hangs in his 
bedroom and a Damien Hirst Spot painting 
greets guests in his hall. While he describes 
his wife Tamara Ecclestone, daughter of 
ex-Formula 1� chief Bernie, as having “more 
sparkly” taste than him, the couple both 
love the bespoke Tracey Emin neon in their 
living room. Commissioned by Tamara’s 
sister Petra, the piece declares: Tamara and 
Jay Forever. Another joint favourite is 
Harland Miller’s Love Saves The Day, which 
Rutland bought for his wife’s birthday.

When he is not flying around the world to 
meet artists or arranging exhibitions, he 
spends his downtime in favourite spots such 
as Mexico’s Las Ventanas al Paraíso, a 
Rosewood Resort, or in the mountains in 
Gstaad, Switzerland, where the family has a 
home. Rutland has two daughters —  
Sophia, 7, and Serena, 1 — and Sophia is 
already taking a keen interest in art, with 
KAWS a particular favourite. He is also a keen 
reader — currently on his must-read list are 
Boom, an inside take on the contemporary 
art world, and The Psychopath Test by 
journalist Jon Ronson. 

Rutland is intent on building Maddox’s 
reputation as one of the world’s most 
successful galleries. This involves continuing 
to nurture young talent and attract a new 
generation of collectors. He also takes 
considerable pride in the growth and 
success of Maddox’s Art Advisory arm. With 
five consecutive years of double-digit 
returns for clients investing in artworks 
recommended by the advisory team, this is a 
key area of the business for the coming year. 

“Six years  ago when Maddox was  
founded, the idea of investing in art was  
still slightly frowned upon. Now, in 2022, 
there has been a complete change in 
perception, and everyone wants to get 
involved. In my opinion, no investment 
portfolio is complete without at least  
some exposure in art.”  
maddoxgallery.com

“Rutland is intent on building Maddox’s reputation  
as one of the world’s most successful galleries”
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Clockwise from left: Jay Rutland’s own collection includes a Damien Hirst Spot painting, which hangs in his hallway; 
George Condo’s Droopy Dog; Grille — Yellow by Stik; the gallery’s Mayfair location hosted a restrospective exhibition 
featuring The Connor Brothers, showcasing their largest body of work to date

JOHN RUSSO, CEO,  
MADDOX 
HOW TO INVEST IN ART 
Maddox CEO John Russo gives his tips on 
making financially savvy choices when buying 
art you love and future-proofing a collection

Warren Buffet said you should never invest in 
a business you cannot understand. The same 
applies to art: buy work you want to engage 
with. An artwork in your home should be one 
you are excited to talk about with guests, so 
invest in art with a story you want to tell.  

Blue-chip art has grown by over 400% in 
value over the past 20 years and outperforms 
other types of investment such as property or 
gold. Contemporary art has seen an average 
increase in value of more than 11% each year 
for the past 20 years. With the correct advice, 
art can be an investment that will hold and 
increase in value. 

An art advisor can give you the historic 
context of an artist’s work, and tell you if there 
are signs that the artist is not only talented  
but will also grow a career and make art that 
resonates. They can also help you understand 
the laws of scarcity and limited supply. 

Buying work by an artist who’s one year out 
of art college, and just hoping they will be the 
next Picasso is always ill advised. If you like an 
artist and are looking at their work from the 
point of view of an investor, examine where 
their work is shown: are they in credible 
international galleries? What result is their 
work getting when it sells? Is there demand 
for their work on the secondary market? 

When purchasing NFT artworks, I advise 
tremendous caution. This new sector is in its 
infancy and struggling with security. Some 
people who have purchased NFTs have been 
taken advantage of with cyber attacks. 

We’re living in an exciting time for art on 
Instagram. It’s where you can come across 
new work and it is an excellent way to discover 
what you like. In fact, there is now red-chip art, 
where momentum and demand for the artist’s 
work has been built online. 

Ultimately, there is still no substitute for 
seeing art in person. To find out what you like, 
go to galleries, go to exhibitions. The work will 
come alive in front of you — and that’s where 
the desire to acquire is created. 
SOPHY GRIMSHAW

“V12 Vantage Roadster is 
staggeringly fast: 0-62mph 
in 3.5 seconds, with a top 
speed of 200mph”

Previous page: the  
Aston Martin V12  

Vantage Roadster is  
the last of its kind

Clockwise from left: just 
249 examples were made; 

the car balances world-
class design with cutting-
edge performance for the 

ultimate expression of 
style, sound and speed 

I t’s a day that, sadly, was inevitable.  
The Aston Martin Vantage and V12 
engine are doing their last dance, 
appropriately and wonderfully attired. 
Following the announcement of the 

V12 Vantage Coupé, a limited run of 249 V12 
Vantage Roadsters was announced at the 
2022 Pebble Beach Concours d’Elegance. 

Much like its hardtop sibling, under its 
dramatically sculpted carbon fibre bonnet  
is a 5.2-litre twin turbo V12 with 690bhp and 
555lb ft of torque, which seems a suitable 
amount of grunt to give the combination of 
“smallest car and biggest engine” a decent 
send-off. It’s also staggeringly fast: 0-62mph 
in 3.5 seconds, with a top speed of 200mph. 
That power is sent to the rear wheels via an 
eight-speed automatic gearbox. 

While the Roadster isn’t quite as aggressive 
to look at as the Coupé, it does come 
complete with a huge grille to keep its motor 
cool, a sculpted side highlighted by massive 
wheel arches, and a powerful  
rear hiding two massive exhausts. The  
grille sits on top of a splitter that, when 
combined with the (optional) rear spoiler 
and underbody aero, generates up to 10 
times the amount of downforce of the  
V8 Roadster. Sitting on 21-inch wheels  
shod in Michelin Pilot 4S tyres, it should stay 
neatly stuck to the tarmac. 

DRIVE

Customers can choose a number of 
options to cut curb weight and boost 
performance still further. Carbon bucket 
seats and forged alloy wheels can be 
specified, enhancing Aston Martin’s own 
weight-saving measures of lightweight 
carbon or composite body panels, a 
lightweight battery, and thin stainless steel 
exhaust. With all the right boxes ticked,  
V12 Roadster is just 60kg heavier than the V12 
Vantage Coupé. It’ll slice through the air, 
keep itself stuck to the road, and when you 
need to slow down a set of massive carbon 
ceramic brakes (410mm up front, 360mm at 
the rear) should do the job nicely for you. 

The finality the V12 Vantage Roadster 
marks the end of an era. Considering the V12 
Vantage itself wasn’t necessarily an official 
project to start with, the fact it exists at all  
is cheering. What started as something of a 
Saturday morning experiment turned into  
a concept that saw a race car engine stuffed 
into a Vantage, which evolved, somewhat 
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